Archaeal Cell Walls.
The cell wall of archaea, as of any other prokaryote, is surrounding the cell outside the cytoplasmic membrane and is mediating the interaction with the environment. In this regard, it can be involved in cell shape maintenance, protection against virus, heat, acidity or alkalinity. Throughout the formation of pore like structures, it can resemble a micro sieve and thereby enable or disable transport processes. In some cases, cell wall components can make up more than 10% of the whole cellular protein. So far, a great variety of different cell envelope structures and compounds have be found and described in detail. From all archaeal cell walls described so far, the most common structure is the S-layer. Other archaeal cell wall structures are pseudomurein, methanochondroitin, glutaminylglycan, sulfated heteropolysaccharides and protein sheaths and they are sometimes associated with additional proteins and protein complexes like the STABLE protease or the bindosome. Recent advances in electron microscopy also illustrated the presence of an outer(most) cellular membrane within several archaeal groups, comparable to the Gram-negative cell wall within bacteria. Each new cell wall structure that can be investigated in detail and that can be assigned with a specific function helps us to understand, how the earliest cells on earth might have looked like.